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Imagine a person who is passionate about excellent wine: most likely the image is not a flattering one.
For some reason in modern American culture fine wine has the reputation of being a drink exclusively for
high society, enjoying wine is almost synonymous with snobbery or elitism. While wine certainly has a
place at an elegant table, I propose that there is room in the everyday life of every American to sip a nice
red or white.

The folks at the Brooklyn Winery would certainly agree, and they are working hard to deliver this
message to Williamsburg.  Resident winemaker Conor McCormack recognized the opportunity to
capitalize on the growing trend of consuming locally sourced foods in Brooklyn when he established the
Brooklyn Winery in 2010. Today they are the only producing winery in New York City.
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As much as Conor loves local foods, the winery is unable to source all of its grapes from New York State.
Upstate New York is prone to cooler weather than is desirable for growing sensitive pinot and cabernet
grapes. Riesling grapes, which can flourish in a colder, damper environment, are brought to the winery
from upstate New York. The others are brought in from California by a chain of trucks. The winery is
committed to marinating the integrity of the grapes prior to fermenting, so the trip is made in a hurry.
Some trucks have made the approximately 3,000-mile trip in only three days!

Once there the grapes are all fermented on site by Conor and his crew. The Winery building consists of a
beautiful, but small, seating area out front, a small fermenting room filled with giant silver vats shipped
over from Italy, and a HUGE backroom stacked floor to ceiling with barrels full of aging wines. There are
several different types of wines made in house, the most popular being the Orange Chardonnay. Not only
does the crew at the Brooklyn Winery try to make the best tasting wines possible, they also experiment
with new ways to enhance the flavors of their wines. The winery’s Riesling is barrel aged, unlike most
modern Rieslings, which are aged in steel vats. The Brooklyn Winery Riesling will approximate the taste
of the first Rieslings made in German centuries ago!

The menu at the Brooklyn Winery is simple and rustic. The small plates like sautéed peppers and
cheeses are meant to help the wine pop, but not to outshine it.  Wine is served at the bar and Brooklyn
Winery’s house wines are available on tap pumped out of a keg! One look around at the mixed
Williamsburg crowd sitting on wood benches, snacking on cheese, and sipping wine from a keg will
dispel any lingering doubts that wine is a drink to be enjoyed by all.
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Stay Saucy!

Madeline Muzzi, Real Time Farms Food Warrior Summer 2012
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